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THE AMERICAN MIRAGE

APRIL 17, 1978

KORNEL HUVOS

From the Renaissance to this day, France
has always had a litterature am6ricaniste, i.e., a
literature in prose and verse, dealing with America
and the Americans. For almost five centuries,
French travelers, thinkers, poets, moralists,
memorialists, playwrights, novelists and essayists have scrutinized with passionate interest,
often with love, at times with hatred, a New
World that even today remains to many a French
observer a terra incognita of puzzling people,
odd habits, disconcerting patterns of thought,
and an enviable, if maddening way of life. Of
course, the various images of America that the
French observers have handed down to us from
generation to generation bear the marks of all
products of the human mind: they are basically
subjective, shaped by each individual's Weltanschauung, and tinged with personal sympathies,
empathies and antipathies. The late professor
Gilbert Chinard, of Princeton University, father
and dean of the discipline he liked to refer to
as recherche americaniste, has described this
phenomenon in these words: "When traveling
abroad, we carry along with us preconceived
ideas, prejudices and dreams that we seek above
all to confirm. Interposed between ourselves
and the country that we are visiting, there is
a vision that prevents us from apprehending
reality, and like to many before us, we fall
victims to illusions and mirages."

Indeed, through the centuries, the
image of America in French literature has been,
to use Chinard's now classical term, an "American
mirage," a projection of French aspirations,
hopes, anxieties and aversions, political
utopias and philosophical constructs, upon the
screen of American reality: idealized by a
nostalgic admiration or censured with rancor
and bias, America has either been represented
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as an El Dorado of Arcadian beatitude, or made into
the scapegoat responsible for the misfortunes of the
Old World.
These two opposing views -- which, during
centuries, appeared most of the time side by
s~de -- were already present in sixteenth century
French literature and at once contributed, as pointed
out by Chinard, to warp the image of the New Wo rld
and its inhabitants: "From the very outset," wrote
Chinard, "moral and political considerations corrupted
the literary concept of America. According to
their philosophical and religious opinions, the
travelers, compilers and moralists portrayed the
inhabitants of the young continent as a happy and
enviable lot, or as barbarians who hardly deserved
to be called humans."
f~ve

Actually, this projection of preconceived
images and concepts onto American reality is the
expression of an archetypal dream whose effects
are manifest in every civilization. From time
immemorial, man, living in a society that he
knows to be imperfect, has been engaged in the
nostalgic quest for a better world, a mythical
civitas of simplicity, innocence and bliss,
lost in the darkness of time, or beckoning
from a no less obscure future. The Roman dream
of the Golden Age, the mediaeval legend of
Earthly Paradise, and the prophesies of
mediaeval and modern millenarianism are all
manifestations of the same myth. As soon as
it was discovered, the New World became the
focus of these century-old chimaeras: "One
can say without being paradoxical," Chinard
noted, "that the American mirage existed well
before the discovery of America. In fact,
it was nothing else but a new aspect of the
oldest dream of mankind, a transposition into
a new decor of aspirations and visions as old
as the world. We know of no nation that has
not attempted to escape by way of fantasy from
its everyday environment. To speak only of
our own Western civilization, the legends of
the Golden Age, the descriptions of an idealized Arcadia and the pastoral poems of the
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Greek and Romans are
th'
of this tendency comm~~ t~ngl~ut materializations
of the Golden Age underw
a
men:. .The legend
the Middle Ages. Howeveentita part1al,eclipse during
r,
never d1sappe r d
~omp 1etely and continued to haunt the imagi~a~ions
In a form that scarcely differed from the original
However precise the mediaeval descriptions of the .
Heavenly Paradise may have been, and no matter
how near and real Heaven seemed to be, the belief
that somewhere in the West there were islands inhabited by men who were naturally good, knew nothing
of sin and lived happily without kings and priests,
stayed alive. This quest for Paradise Lost, which
impressed so deeply so many mediaeval minds, was
to reappear with new momentum at the beginning
of the sixteenth century."
As said earlier, the favorable and unfavorable image of the new world have always coexisted in French literature, with one or the
other alternately gaining the upper hand, but
none ever supplanting altogether the other. I
shall attempt, in what follows, to trace the
metamorphoses of the "American mirage and the
alternation of its positive and negative aspects
from the Renaissance to the present. I have
no illusions as to the short-comings of such
an effort of schematization that will only record the principal characteristics, while
necessarily disregarding numerous secondary
phenomena. Yet, r do believe that the attempt
is worth the effort so as to gain insights
into the mechanism of the variations of the
image of one culture in the literature of
another.
lf

In the first phase of the "American
mirage, " which runs from the discovery of the
New World to roughly the middle of the eighteenth century, the nostalgic dream of the
European voyager centered on the American
Indian, his simplicity, his alleged happiness
and philosophical wisdom. As pointed out by
Chinard, the French printers and publishers
were among the first to acknowledge the discovery of the New World and its inhabitants.
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The first travel accounts that appeared in France
-- those, among others, of Christopher Columbus
and Amerigo Vespucci -- were followed throughout
the sixteenth century by a considerable number
of works describing the Americas and the Americans.
What were the first reactions of the French? The
native American was first viewed as a wild animal
of sorts. However, this first image rapidly changed
into that of the natural man, simple, healthy,
endowed with common sense and even philosophical
insights, and who, free of the vices and prejudices
of European society, led a happy life amidst an
infallibly benevolent nature. The authors of these
travel books were eager to contrast the idyllic
life of the American "sav~ges" with that of their
European brothers, oversophisticated, corrupt,
hypocritical and wretched. This is how, as
early as in the sixteenth century, emerges the
earliest portrait of the "noble savage" and
the rudiments of eighteenth century ideas of
the natural goodness of man.
Towards the middle of the sixteenth
century, the theme of the new continent and its
"happy" inhabitants spread from travel literature to other literary genres: now the native
American appears in the poems of Pleiade poets
such as Ronsard and Jodelle, and, of course, in
the prose of Rabelais and Montaigne.
While in sixteenth century French prose
and poetry the theme of the New World is solidly
established it almost completely disappears from
,
/
the <J"rande l±tterature
of the seventeenth ,and '~s
confrned to the travel accounts of 7xplorer~ and
missionaries. However, from the p01nt of v1e~ of
the process of idealization of the New World 1n
French literature, these writi~gs ar 7 of considerable interest. For the f1rst t1ffie the
observers in question, most of whom are. students
and admirers of Antiquity, mention a theme that
will be extremely popular in ~he eigh~eenth century:
the affinity between the Amer1can Ind1an and the
ancient Greeks and Romans. These port~ayals. t
show the Indians as formrng a clost-kn1t sO~~:r~us
of industrious men and women, courageous, 9
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and fair-minded, and whose civic virtues are only
matched by those of Sparta and Rome. Among the
French travelers of the seventeenth century who
popularized this classicized image, the Jesuit
missionaries stand out with their American travel
reports that were to exercise such an influence
on eighteenth century French thought. It will be
interesting to note ·that these reports, known as
the Jesuit Relations, were collected and edited
in 1912 in 73 volumes by the American historian,
R. G. Thwaites.
In the decades preceding the American
War of Independence and the French Revolution,
the popularity of the Noble Savage reaches its
peak, so much so that the Indian of French literature now becomes himself a "counter-explorer"
who, relinquishing his idyllic virgin forest,
journeys to the banks of the Seine where, joining the ranks of the critics of the Old Regime,
he censors the French way of life and by the
same token contributes more than ever to give
an idealized, i.e., a false image of the New
World .
While American travel literature remains highly popular in the eighteenth century,
the Huron -- a generic term the French used in
reference to all American Indians -- now also
became a frequent protagonist of tragedies,
comedies, novels and philosophical tales by
authors such as Voltaire, Marivaux, Chamf6rt
and many others. However, it is without question in the political prose of Montesquieu and
the philosophical writings of Diderot, Rousseau
and other encyclopedists that the Huron plays
the most impressive role.
The second phase of the metamorphoses
of the "American mirage," brief yet of considerable importance , opens in ·the period when the
thirteen colonies begin to organize against the
British crown, and eventually break away forever
from the mother country. At this juncture, a
most interesting substitution occurs: while
the psychological components of the quest for
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an ideal society remain unaltered, their point of
fixation changes. The role of the Indian is now
taken over by the white colonist, and it is to
the men fighting for their freedom that the French
critics of the Ancien R~gime turn for the revolutionary model of a democratic, virtuous and frugal
society. To the French foes of absolute monarchy,
America now becomes the living proof of, the feasibility of their scheme: if the thirteen colonies
were able to put into a'c tion the philosophical and
political ideas of the Enlightenment, why could
not France do the same?
Voltaire extols in glowing terms the
virtues of Ie bon Quaker, the abb~ Raynal speaks
of America as "a heroic land . . . the abode of
tolerance, moral purity, law, virtue and liberty, "
heralding "the dawn of a beautiful day." Turgot
proclaims that the Americans are "the hope of
mankind: they may become its model." Crevecoeur,
Mably, Condorcet, Brissot de Warville pay tribute
to America, a society ruled by reason, liberty,
equality and the idea of prog'r ess. Finally, as
the supreme evidence of the immense popularity
of the insurgents, there is even a flurry of
poems -- of somewha:t dubious quality -- celebrating the glory of America.
This pro-Amerioan euphoria of the late
eighteenth century was not to remain unalloyed.
During the same period a few discordant voices
are already heard, warning the French against indiscriminate admiration for the new republic that
was taking shape overseas. The hostile warnings
were essentially concerned with two very different
aspects of life in the New World: the allegedly
pernicious effects of the American climate and
the danger, for Europe, of an increasingly powerful America.
The argument of the pernicious climate
of America was first voiced around the mi dd le of
the eighteenth century in t he course of a pseudoscholarly controversy r e gard ing the alleged degeneracy of the natives an d t he fauna of the New
World, caused by the rigors and in particular the
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excessive humidity of the cli t
that had risen from the
m~ e of a continent
~:~~n~6~oenodlOgiC~1 era. ~~:a~r~~c~ ~~~~~:!~VelY
, pOlnts out that th th
'
,
degeneracy was discussed b e , eory , of Amerlcan
respectability by no th YthVolta~re"g~yen scholarly
,
0
er
an the d~st~nguished
na~urallst, ,Buffon, amplified and extended to the
wh~te colon~sts, their physical health and intellec~ual, capacity, by the Dutch-born scholar
Cornel~~s de Pauw, and the abb~ Raynal. Their'
allegat~ons were angrily refuted by Franklin and
Je~ferson, revived once more by Volney and E. A.
Va~l and eventually relegated to the dustbin
of pseudo-science toward the middle of ,the nineteenth century. However, as noted by Professor
Dura~d Echeverri~, of Brown University, indirectly,
the ldea of Amer~can degeneracy has survived until
this day in French thought: "De Pauw's theory
of American degernation," Echeverria writes,
"particularly of intellectual and cultural
degernation, continued to appeal to certain
segments -o f French thought, right down to such
modern writers as Duhamel. It was a plausible
deterministic argument, incapable of being either
proved or disproved, which could be made to serve
any doctrine of cultural hegemony."
However, it was the other warning,
stressing the threat of excessive American
power, that proved to be of a more durable
effect on French opinion. Among the antiAmerican publications that England kept pouring into France, there was a French periodical
printed in 'London, the Annales politiques, whose
publisher, one Simon Linguet, attorney and sworn
enemy of the Encyclopedists, reveled in violent
attacks against the American revolutionists.
His diatribes ' would be of scant interest to
us were it not for the fact that they include
fo~ the very first time an accusation that
was to become the leitmotiv of twentiethcentury anti-Americanism: "Yanke 7 imperialism."
As early as in IJ77 r Linguet pred1cted that
the new overseas power would attract all the
adventurers of the old continent, and that
these dubious elements, using to the fullest
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the 7ich resources of the New World, would make
Amer1ca into the most powerful empire in history
capable of subjugating an unescapably weakened '
Europe. Linguet concluded that Europe could only
be saved by nipping in the bud America's ambitions.
To be sure, Linguet was not the only
one to express anti-American sentiments. The
French military participation in the War of Independence had established for the first time
in history broad contacts between the Americans
and the French. Thrown into a world so different
from theirs, many a French officer and enlisted
man had trouble adjusting to the American way
of life that often appeared to them as unusual,
to say the least, if not outright shocking and
totally unacceptable. It was because of this
bewilderment and disenchantment that we find
for the first time in memoirs, diaries and travel
books of this period certain themes that will
recur in later writings with an almost obsessive
frequency: the materialism and hypocrisy of the
Americans, their lack of refinement, taste, tact,
maturity and even polite conversation. The extraordinary beauty and virtuousness of American
women was the only positive trait on which even
the most inveterate Americanophobiacs were in
agreement. Equally critical opinions ere voiced
by one of the most illustrious French travelers
of the seventeen-nineties, Francois Ren~ de
Chateaubriand. Reminiscing about this stay in
Philadelphia in 1791, he noted in his Essai sur
les Revolutions that he found among "the virtuous
descendents of William Penn • • • the spirit of
interest and mercantile immorality [of a society]
that was largely composed of avid merchants lacking warmth and sensibility • • • of cold c edians
who constantly performed a farce of probity, calculated at a huge rate of interest and to hom
virtue was a matter of speculation."
There were also other historical factors
that contributed to toning down the pro-American
effusions of the French Enlightenment. After the
victory of the French Revolution, there as no
more need for looking elsewhere for a revolutionary
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ideal. As pointed
moment the first tout by DUrand Echeverria, li the
the American exam;l~n~ was wrenched from the Bastille,
who continued to belie~c~e Superfluous. Those
creed had no longer
e ~n the revolutionary
Atlantic to find jus:r~,ne~~ to look across the
and their actions
Th ey1ca 10n for their ideals
they had produced'thei
cOU~d now,claim that
r own Justif~cations."
Moreover when in 1794
was guillotined and the F
h
Robespierre
regime collapsed, the rev~~~~io~:;~l~~!~~af~_
self lost of,it~ popularity in France. Neithe
the Rousseau1st1c belief in the natural good- r
ness of man, nor the Voltairian ideas of progress
and perfectibi~ity seemed to have been vindicated
by the re~olut10n that had left the French with
so much b~tterness and disenchantment. Since
the United St~tes had been viewed by many Frenchmen as some k1nd of test-tube republic, produced synthetically from French ideological
ingredients, it was only natural that politically, America should also share in the disfavor into which the French revolutionary ideal
had fallen.
Despite this coolness towards revolutions,
the French literary image of America remained
largely a favorable one in the third stage of
the American mirage that begins now in the
post-revolutionary era and extends into the
period of World War I. What vanishes now is
the mirage of a young America, virtuous, frugal,
philosophical and revolutionary. Instead, we
have now the mirage of consolidated America,
democratic, dynamic, industrious, irrestistably
growing in wealth and power, and becoming,
whether Europe liked it or not, a prefiguration of the Old World's own future. That was
essentially the America that Alexis de Tocqueville
had in mind when he landed in New York Harbor
in 1831, and that was actually the America that,
according to his immortal De la democratie en
AmeriqUe, he thought he had found.
What characterizes best this new phase
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of the evolution of the American mirage is that
while the optimistic portrayals -- such as
Tocqueville's -- still outw9igh the pessimistic
ones, we find, as the economic and political
power of the united States of America steadily
grows, more and more negative appraisals that
foreshadow already the two explosions of literary
americanophobia that will occur after World
Wars I and II. This new brand of nineteenthcentury French literary anti-Americani"sm is
best exemplified by a book that, were it read
today, could serve as a manual to the twentiethcentury Americanophobiacs (of Europe and of this
country as well). It is entitled Apercu des
Etats-Unis au commencement du XIXe si~cle (1814),
and was written Ey Louis de Beaujour, French
Consul-General in New York from 1805 to 1810.
While underscoring, like Simon Linguet, the
threat of American hegemony over Europe, Beaujour
also notes that materialism and the lust for
profit are the keys to the ugliness and vulgarity
of the American civilization. The country is
hideous, even nature is crude. The cities strike
by their monotony. The manners are boorish,
sentiments lack delicacy, social life is primitive and conversations center exclusively on
money. Under such circumstances, the united
states will no doubt be capable of progress in
the sciences and trades, but of none in literature and the arts. Besides, asks Boujour with
a strong dose of sophistry, how can you create
a national literature without a national language?
By the middle of the nineteenth century,
this image had not improved. In lS58, the novelist,
Alfred Assolant, published a collection of short
stories entitled Scenes de la vie des Etats-Unis,
of which the eminent French literary critic,
Hippolyt~ Taine, had this to say:
"This book
certainly fails to convert us to the life style
of the united States of America where force
dominates, egoism parades, falsehood is enthroned,
where commerce has perfected the methods of
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bankruptcy and the press has made charlatanism its
basic principle."
.However, it is in the French theater that
liter-a ry anti-Americanism was thriving most conspicuously. From mid-century onward, the satirical ,
if not outright grotesque image of the American
froze for half a century into. a representation
as fixed as the masks of the Italian commedia
dell-arte. It was above all the extremely popular
playwrights, Eugene Labiche and Victorien Sardou,
who contributed to creating this prototype of
the American of French stage, eccentric, childishly naive, grandiloquent, boorish, greedy and
always immensely rich. Speaking of this stock
character of nineteenth-century French theater,
the American critic, Eric M. Steel, has noted
with melancholy dismay: "The great misfortune
attendant upon his cre·a tion • • . was his tremendous
success, which froze him into a personage as
rigid as the Vice in mediaeval moralities . . .
This g·ross caricature had come to stay." However, it is with the creation of Thomas Pollock
Nageoire, protagonist of Paul Claudel's American
drama L'Echange that this stereotyped American
finds his loftiest expression. This is no
longer a ludic·r ous character of comedy, but a
somber hero of a poignant poetic drama, who,
combining greed with puritanical virtues, proclaims:
"Glorified be the Lord who gave
the dollar to man, so that everyone may sell what he has and buy
what he desires, and lead a life
of decency and comfort. Amen!"
The period of World War I, the interwar years, World War II and its aftermath constitutes the fourth phase of the metamorphoses
of the American mirage. It is only natural that
the two world conflicts should have brought about
another change in the French literary image of
America. Now, for the first time in history,
the United States was involved directly in
European affairs. General Pershing's historic
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"La Fayette, we are here!" was followed by the
landing of around a million "doughboys," followed
in turn after the armistice by a henceforth constant flow of American tourists out to conquer
"Sunny France" and the "Gay Paree" of the roaring
twenties, of Mistinguett, Maurice Chavalier and
Josephine Baker. Likewise, twenty-seven years
later, Eisenhower's Glls storming ashore at Omaha
Beach were also followed by another, even larger,
flow of American tourists, eager to conquer another
Paris, that of Jean-Paul Sartre, Simone de Beauvoir,
Albert Camus and Brigitte Bardot. Obviously, the
French literati of both post-War periods took
note of the renewed landings of the "noble savages"
from overseas, and the number of French novels,
plays, essays and even poems dealing with American
men and women grew drastically.
In this period of two world wars, favorable appraisals are by no means in short supply.
In the writing of Jean Giraudoux, Andre Maurois,
Jules Romains , Andre Siegfried, Jaques Maritain
and quite a few other friends and admirers of
America, we find an image that, to be sure, is
less idealistic than that of the eighteenth century,
but still depicts the United States as a land
with a mission, called to show the way to freedom, well-being and good will to the Western
World.
However, the truly striking feature
about this pha~e is that beside these friendly
appraisals, there is a cataclysmic groundswell
of hostile portrayals that sweeps French literature after both World Wars. The first wave
originated in the early twenties and,reached a
proxystic stage toward 1930. The ma1n thrust
of these writings, mostly novels, essay~, travel
diaries and some poems, is the overbear1ng
modernism and the arrogant opulence of America's
mechanistic civilization which, because of its
unlimited resources, was sooner or later to
impose its law to Europe. Among the faultfinders we may mention writers such as Jean
cocteau: Luc purtain, Blaise Cendrars~ Paul
Morand and many others. However, the1r un-
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disputed leader was the novelist, playwright and
essayist Georges Duhamel.
From the very . beginning of h'is literary
career, Duhamel had championed the cause of humanistic civilization, and a system of values based
or; the cultural heri.tage of Western Europe. In
h1S eyes, this qualitative patrimony was threatened
in ~ts very survival by the quantitative, technolog~cal, scientistic and materialistic civilization of our century. , Duhamel's first trip to
America, in 1928, came to him as a revelation:
he suddenly felt with compelling evidence that
he had discovered the true source of all the
evils that beset our modern world. The United
States of America, that he was to describe in
his highly controvers~al travel diary Sc~nes
de la vie future (1930) as a "prodigious tumefaction" and a "surly civilization whose hideousness defies description," appeared to him as the
trailblazer of all the horrors of industrialism
and technology, and the prefiguration of what
the entire world had to expect: "This America
represents .to us the Future." exclaimed Duhamel.
"Our future! In less than twenty years, we
shall discover on Europe's body all the stigmas
of this .devouring civilization."
The second explosion of literary
Americanophobia occurred after the end of World
War II, during the years of the Cold War.
While after World War I America had been
criticized by leading French thinkers for
being overly progressive and thrusting the
world forward into a dehumanized machine
age, now America was pilloried by a new
breed of French progressives as the arch~
enemy of progress, the bastion of reactionary and imperialistic capitalism. In striking
contrast with eighteenth-century Enlightenment whose reformers were absorbed in the
beatific vision of America, the harbinger
of liberty, equality and fraternity, the
French reformers, in search of a new Messiah,
now turned to Stalin's USSR, then, after
Stalin's eclipse, to Mao Tse-toung's China,
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Fidel Castro's and Che Guevera's Cuba and to
Ho C~i-min~'s Vietnam. The symptoms of this
reor1entat10nare legion in the writings of
authors such as Jean-Pa ul Sartre, Ren~ Etiemble ,
Philippe Soupaulti Serge Rezvani, Philippe
Sollers and with certain qualifications to be
discussed later, in those of Simone de Beauvoi r.
However, eve ry action generates its own
reaction. In the nineteen-fifties, the fif th
and last phase 0f the "American mirage " opens ,
marked by the revival of the idealized i mage
that had -been so general in the eighteenth
century. It was triggered bya number 'of factors
such as the defection of Yugoslavia from the
Cominform and the subsequent gradual disintegration of monolithic communism, Khrushtchev 's
stunning revelations to the Twentieth · Cong ress
of the Soviet Communist Party, followed in
1956 by· the insurrection of the Hungarian
Freedom Fighters, and, later yet, the delirious
aberrations of China 's Cultural Revolution
and the rape, by the Soviets, of Dub~vek' s
"socialism with a human f ·a ce." On the other
hand, the progress was also bolstered i n many
French observers by the birth of the American
movements of prote·s t of the sixties, and early
seventies. To be sure, a close scrutiny of
the writings marking the renascence of the
messianic image of America in French l iterature reveals that t he sources in ques tion are
extremely heterogeneous. Yet, as we,s
1
point out briefly, they have one tr a1t in
common: they all revert, each in i~s 0
,
way, to the ' classical theme of Am~r7 c<;t' p:1.Ine
mover in the rebirth of western cl.v~ ll.zatl.on .
Strangely enough, it is in the
writings of Simone de Beauvoir that we de tect the ,first signs of the about-face.
This is all the more surprising because, as
noted earlier, Madame de .Beauvo::l.r has certainly not distinguished he'r self as ' a vocif - "
erous advocate of the "Ame rican , way of li~e.
In L'AmE3rique au jour Ie jour, a travel d1ary
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she published in 1948 after a four-month 1 t
tour in the United States of America she ~~dure
re~r~in from Voicing bitter and, at times, mal~o~ant
cr~t~cism. However -- and this had not b
g
"
1
een
su ff ~c~ent y underscored by her critics -_ in
the portr~it,she,draws of America, we must make
a clear d~st7nct~on between the judgments dictated
by her polit~cal convictions and those inspired
bY,h 7r existentialist beliefs. No doubt, when
wr~t~ng about the social and political institutions or capitalistic America, she constantly
uses phrases such as "the mystifications of
the American democracy," "the forces of [American]
capitalism precipitate the defeat of democracy
at a dizzying 'speed" and "[-in the United States
of America] the word 'liberty' has been emptied
of its content." However, while ironical,
hostile and condescending when speaking of
American politics, Simone de Beauvoir expresses
sincere admiration and at times even becomes
lyrical when, at the end of her travels in
the United States, she attempts to interpret,
in terms of the existentialist concept of
"transcendence," the fabulous wealth and
architectural prowesses of the American megalopolis of the late forties. "The potentialities
and the generous abundance of this civilization bring forth the fascinating mirage of
an existence that would not waste away main- .
taining itself . . • America attacts me with
such force because it appears to me as the
realm of transcendance. ' Contracted in time,
yet magnificently spread out in space,
America's history is that of the creation
of a world. That .is precisely why the skyscrapers move me so deeply: they proclaim
that rather than stagnating in his own
being, man is thrust, expansion and conquest."
This beautiful passage -- which,
incidentally, proves how erroneous it is to
view Beauvoir's diary as an unqualified rejection of American civilization -- is . matched
by yet another passage where, the .night before
her departure for Europe, Simone de Beauvoir
sums up her impressions in these words: "What
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fascinates me in America is the enormous opportunities it offers and the gigantic ris ks it is
running today, risks that the entire world share s
with her. All human problems are posed here on
a gigantic scale • • • Yes, I do believe that is
what moves me so deeply now that I shall soon
be leaving: this is one of the points in the
world where the future of man is being decided. "
Bearing in mind that according to Tu rgot,

the American nation is the "hope," and may well
become the "model" of mankind, and that in the
words of Alexis de Tocquevi11e, the Homo Americanus
"seems to be destined by a secret plan of d i vine
providence to hold in his hands the fate of half
the globe," could not Simone de Beauvoir's remarks mean that in her eyes, the two prophesies
are in the process of coming true?
It is common knowledge that Simone de
Beauvoir has little if any esteem for the political and sociological opinions of Jules Romain s,
the author of the once famous twenty-seven
volume unanimistic novel Les Hommes de bonne
vOlonte. Yet, as regards their image of Amer ica,
the distinguished existentialist scarcely
differs from the no less distinguished unanimist. To be sure, their starting points
differ: while Simone de Beauvoir's lyrical
image of America's future stems fro her
philosophical doctrines, Romain's p ·losophy
of modernism feeds on his poetic vision of
twentieth-century man. We all r
er h ow ,
in his youthfully unanimistic period, Roma in
had felt attracted to big cities, the sui generis
beauty of the machine and the various ~h7nomena
of the psychology of the masses . Roma~n s
passionate interest in the poetic aspects o f
large human clusters and their .technol~ica1
conquests quite naturally pred~spose~ h~
to take an enthusiastic view of hmer1can

civilization.
It is in 1955, after his sixth and
last trip to American th~t Romains published
Passaagers de cette p1anete, ou allons- nous ?,
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a collection of essays that may be considered as
the summa of his ideas on America. What gives a
provocatively paradoxical flavor to this book is
that in the eyes of Romains, who was an editorial
writer for the conservative and pro-American Paris
daily L'Aurore, the United States, the land of
mass production, is moving toward a certain form
of socialism -- a thought that may have pleased
Simone de Beauvoir --: "If by socialism we do
not mean a strictly circumscribed family of doctrines
wrote Romains, "but every effort to create a
rational and positive concept of society, aimed
at giving to the spontaneous functioning of
societal forces a thoughtful regulatory system,
then the theory of [American] mass production
and of its control appears as a kind of socialism.
I leave it to you to find for this realistic,
organic and 'psychological' socialism the name
that you feel suits it best."
As for the land that has brought about
this socialism yet to be named, Romains sees
it as "the spearhead of the free world, the
prow of our ship." In an age haunted by the
specter of a nuclear holocaust, he believes
it is the united States that the French ought
to turn to: that is where the problems that
engross the French are raised on a giga~tic
sc a le, and that is also where the solut1ons
are being worked out: "In sum, " writes Romains,
" it is the United States that at this point in
his t ory shows the direction, the pace and the
most striking signs of progress . • • These
achievements, as well as the ones that America
is preparing or promising to accomplish, have
already had a decisive influence on our lives,
on the various forms of our civilization and
this influence keeps growing. The often
angu ishing questions [of our time] are raised
in the United States of America more clearly
and more eloquently than anywhere else in
the world. It is in America that we can perceive most clearly the kind of life that will
be ours tomorrow."
Three years after these words were
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written, the mirage of an America destined to
show the way to Europe reappeared in the writings
of another visionary, the great French neo-Thomist
philosopher, Jacques Maritain , who, between 1933
and 1961, taught philosophy in a number of distinguished American universities. However, in
Maritain's view, the new road does not lead to
socialism: as he points out in his essay published
in 1958, Reflections on America, the economical
and social system of America" is still in a state
of full becoming, but it has already brought human
history beyond both capitalism and socialism."
Capitalism and socialism having both
reached a state of decrepitude, toward what future
is America leading the West according to Maritain?
It will be remembered that in his earlier philosophical essay, Humanisme int~gral, written in
1934, at a time he hardly knew America, Maritain
had emphasized the need of building a new Civitas
Christiana, a post-capitalist, post-Marxist,
classless yet pluralistic society fully oriented
towards the physical and spiritual well-being
of the working man. In Reflections on America,
written after many years in the United States
of America, Maritain argues that it is precisely
here that the rudiments of such' a society already
seem to be emerging: "I am far from saying that
today's American civilization is a new Christendom even in outline," writes Maritain. " I do
say that today's American civilization may become
a soil particularly propitious for the development of a new Christendom."
It was on the basis of these premises
that Maritain was eventually led to join -- in
a Christian manner, to be sure -- the other
prophets of America's messianic mission. "We
may believe," he wrote, "that if a new 9hristian
civilization . . . is ever to come about 1n, human
history, it is on American soil that -it w:ll
find its starting point. Then the Atlant1c
Ocean would become the great inner lake of
Western civilization as the Mediterranean Sea
was for classical antiquity. And then, perhaps, the old Christian vocation of France • . •
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w~uld

revive at the contact of- the Christian v~ca
t10n of America, and ~row in association with
it. "

Could ,it be that the hippies known as
"Jesus People" and "Jesus Freaks," marching under
the psychedel~c banner -o f Jesus Christ Superstar,
were the- harb1ngers of such a Christian revival
in American society? Is it conceivable that from
his retreat in' Toulouse- where he spent in seclusion the las-t years o£ his life, Maritain interpreted this movement not as the latest fad of a
marginal sub-culture of the affluent society,
but rather as -the advent of the new Atlantic
christendom that was so dear to him? There is
every reason to doubt it.
However, it is at the end of the nineteensixties that the change in optics becomes so manifest that it no longer is possible to deny the
existence of a trend that could lead back to
the "American mirage " of the eighteenth century.
This process is remarkable in that its architects are no longer content with picturing
America as a pre£iguration of Europe's future
evolution, but present her as the fountainhead
of revolutionary forces called· to radically restructure the socio-economic order of the western
World.
Moreover, echoing the political and
social turmoil that shook America in the sixties
and the early seventies, the themes of contestation rupture and confrontation -- the French
equi~alents of "dissent~1i "prot~st" and "confrontation" -- appear w~th grow~ng frequency.
in French novels dealing with life in the Un1ted
states of America. Thus, to cite but a few
a ,cone xamples , the theme of dissent plays
siderable role in the "documentary " nove 1
Les Americains by Rober Peyrefitte (1968).
In this 508-page account of the adventur 7s
of an American student in Berkeley, we f1nd
a dizzying cavalcade of all the protagonists
of the social unrest of the sixties, the
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black insurgents of Watts, the multi-millionaire
H. L. Hunt, Bob Dyland and Joan Baez, t he Rand
Corporation, IBM, t he United Fruit Company ,
Martin Luther King and Robert Kennedy, h i ppie s,
birchers and drug addicts, sexologists Mas t ers
and Johnson, bishop Pike and professor Mar cu se,
Mario Savio and the Free Speech Movement, SDS
and LSD and one hears a French professor at
Berkeley proclaim that "it is the American student who has shown a new road to the youth of
the entire world."
The same apocalyptic vision emerges
from the strange "nauveau roman " Le Mural by
Jean-Pierre Morel (1969), which ends in a hallucinating collage of a demonstration by white and
black pacifists invading the lawns of Centra l
Park in New York, chanting "Hey, hey, L.B.J.,
how many kids did you kill ' today?", "Hell no,
we 'won't go! " , "Ho Chi-minh is a virgin " and
"Dr. Spock smokes bananas " and where, of course,
we also encounter Cardinal Spellman, Stokeley
Carmichael, Vietcong flaqs, draft-card burners
and counter-demonstrators shouting: "Degenerate s
.effete snobs. , . • traitors!" ,
The distinguished nouveau romancier
Alain Robbe-Gri11et also joined the ranks of the
prophets of the American rebellion with his nove l
Projet pour une revolution
New York (1970).
Exploiting to the, fullest his dazzling technique
of variations and permutations of countless
thematic lines of force, Robbe-Grillet depicts
the murky maneuverings of a n~twork of e:otomaniac revolutionaries, carry ~ ng out the1r sadomasochistic plots against the somber backdrop
of a New York depicted, to quo te t he F~ench
critic Jacqueline piatier, as "t~e cap1tal of
depravation and crime, o f ca l l-g 1rls and porno
shops, black leather jacket~d thu~s , raped
women and assassinated pre s~ dent s . . • t he .
metropolis of a technological and pl u~ocra~1c
civilization tottering on its foundat1ons.

a

Of course, in principle, in Robbe-Gril1et's
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prose that marks a departure f
.
ture and a return to ~
ti rom comm~tted literaart's sake, where therePf~ " cular .fonn of art for
thesis, no messa e "
,no certainty, no
murder, torture ge;oti Y7t , ~n the labyrinth of
are at the core'of th.c~sm and necrophilia that
to suggest a revolut.~s novel, the author seems
is saturated with Vi~~~~~ m7ss~ge. If the novel
stated by one of th
' ~t ~s because, as
dispensable to revo~u~~aracters,
"crime is inare the three metaph 7 on • . • Rape, murder, arson
Blacks, the ragged ~~f~ ac~s that shall free the
workers from their ;la tar~ans and the intellectual
from its sexual comple;:~Y' asT;ell as the bourgeoisie
dead will seem minimal · • • • 7 nurnb 7 r of the
accomplished. "
in compar~son w~th the job
However, in spite of the elements
borrowe~ from ever~daylife in America, RobbeGri~let s novel, w7th its oneiric decor and monoman~ac puppets, as lts protagonists, leaves the
reader with an impression of. intentionally playful unreality. Such is not .t he case of ~omain
Gary's autobiographical novel, Chien blanc, which
also appeared in 1970, a year particularly rich
in French books obsessed with America. Of course,
as could be expecte.d, one finds here too the
now indispensable fixtures of the roman americaniste
of the period: Marshall McLuh~n, Robert Kennedy,
Malcolm X, stokeley Carmichael, the Reverends
King, Abernathy and Jesse Jac,kson, the Green
Berets and Black Panthers, the Chase Manhattan
Bank, the Mafia and the SDS. However, unlike
Robbe-Grillet's novel, Romain Gary's narrative,
through the portrayal of racial conflicts in
the United States of America, contains not only
an unemotionally realistic as well as deeply
compassionate evaluation of ,the moral crisis
that America was traversing: it also proclaims,
as did Simone de Beauvoir, Jules Romains and
Jacques Maritain, that the future of Europe
is indissolubly linked with that of the Homo
Americanus (and not with that of the peoples
of the Marxist East): "It is almost impossible
for me to stay away from America for long," writes
Gary, "because I am not yet old enough to lose
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interest in the futur e, and in what it holds in
store for me. America is living us intensely,
violently, sometimes ignobly, but-Compared to the
great cadaverous rigidities of the ' East, it is a
continent in an acute state of aliveness . . .
Something there, painfully, g·r opingly, · tried to
give birth and to be' born. It is the only max imum power in history to summon ;itself to account
for its own crimes. This has never been seen before. That is why even in the depths of its
desperation, it is a country that doe·s not let
us give in to despair."
. 'Finally, still in ·1970, a book ·w as
published that, of all those I ·have discussed,
comes closest to the eighteenth-century French
ideas on America's revolutionary mission. In
Ni Marx, ni Jesus, the political write·r and
literary critic, Jean-Francois Revel, ahalyzes
the various phenomena of dissent that ·h ave
occurred in the united States of America since
the first sit-ins in · Southern uni·v ersiti.es and
the founding, ·in Berkeley, of the Free Speech
Moveme,n t. According to Revel, in the sixties,
we were actually ·witnessing the very beginning
of a "second American Revolution" (the first
having given birth to the United · States ) , which
in turn could trigger a "cecond world re olution" (the first having given birth, as a consequence to the American War of Indepen~ ce and
the French Revolution, to the equali
ian
societies of the ' nineteenth century. Revel
believes that the American dissent c
tituted
an entirely new revolutionary · tee
"It is in 'America that for the fir t
in
history, huge masses have · prote ted against.
the imperialism of their own go e
ent. Th lS
is where the insurrection of the young, the
rejection - of all ' types of moral repression,
the battle for true equality between the
sexes • • • and the making of a multir acial
society and a cultural polycentrism have
originated."
It ·is impossible, says Revel, to expect
such revolutionary impulses to come from the
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USSR, or Mao Tse-tung's Ch'
,
invasion of Tibet and th ~na:i S1nce the Chinese
the uprising in Prague e uss an repression of
"th e revolut10nary
'
' we can no longer d eny
failure"
states. ";rt is no 1
of,the Marxist-Leninist
that there
b
onger Poss1ble to maintain
can · e progress in socialism without
~qufal progress in human freedom, and particularly
1n reedom of expression."
,

Re~el tirmly believes that thi~ is pre-

c~se~y what 1S happening in the United States of

Amer1ca, the hope and model of a peaceful world
revolution (with emphasis on the word "peaceful "
since he categorically denies that revolutions
have to resort to violence). So that the American
revolution may succeed, however, it will have to
use to the fullest its new methods of contestation, and get rid of the , past, it p imitation of
the revolution~ of yes~eryear, the proto-Christian
mystique that tinged the ideology of the hippies,
as well as the Marxist dogrnaticism that contaminated
the ideology of the New Left and the Black · Panthers.
In short, contestation , in . the American way, but
without Marx and Jesus. On that condition, and
regardless of what the anti.- Americanists of the
right and of the left say, "the revolution of
the twentieth century will take place in the
United States of America. It is only there that
it can happen. It has already begun. Whether
or not that revolution , spreads to the rest of
the world depends on whether pr not it succeeds
first in America." Whether we choose to agree
or disagree with these prophesies -- I for one
have serious doubts -- the fact remains that
they are tremendously interesting from the
point of view of the evolution of the image, of
America in French letters.
At any rate, they seem to indicate that
today the "American mirage " of the Age of Enlightenment, after an eclipse of. almost 150 years, once
again beguiles the French thinkers. The nostalgic
quest for the Terrestrial Paradise, mankind's ageold dream of felicity, converges anew of these
United Sta:l:es. However, this palingenesis is not
final: nothing ever is. The metamorphoses of
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the "American mirage " will continue as long as
there will be an America to love or to hate, and
a France in search of her identity.

